Dear business partners
As of October 5, 2016, the company ASYST electronic d.o.o. has been renamed to iSYSTEM Labs d.o.o.
This was done in accordance to the company vision to unify the iSYSTEM corporate image in front of our
worldwide customers. With this change taking place, iSYSTEM customers are served by the following sister
companies:
 iSYSTEM Labs d.o.o. located in Ljubljana, Slovenia providing development, manufacturing and
technical support services
 iSYSTEM AG located in Munich, Germany providing sales and marketing services worldwide. Their
responsibility is also building and managing worldwide distribution network and doing direct sales
on the German market.
 iSYSTEM USA located in San Diego, California providing direct sales and marketing in the USA
and Canada.
ASYST electronic d.o.o. has been developing and manufacturing microcontroller debug and test tools under
the iSYSTEM trade mark since the foundation in 1993. We will continue to do so in the future under the new
iSYSTEM Labs d.o.o. name. iSYSTEM d.o.o. name, which would be a natural choice, could not be
registered since too similar name exists already in the registrar of the companies. Therefore, we were forced
to extend the name and we picked up Labs, which is an abbreviation for Laboratories. Many global IT
companies have their Labs divisions providing research and development. Research and development is
also our primary concern hence the Labs extension, short and not too complicated to spell over the phone
when required.
Do note that only the company name has changed while the management, tax number, bank account,
phones, etc. remain unchanged. Email address was adjusted to isystem.si domain although many
employees have been using this domain for quite a while already. Valid e-mail is:
firstname.lastname@isystem.si
In case you are our existing supplier, please use purchase@isystem.si in the future to contact our purchase
department and don’t forget to adjust the company name when issuing the invoices.
Company info:
iSYSTEM Labs d.o.o.
Brodišče 18
SI-1236 Trzin, Slovenia
VAT: SI64425606
Phone: +386 1 5680 660
Fax:
+386 1 5680 668
TRR (SKB d.d.): SI56 0313 1100 0366 856, SWIFT: SKBASI2X
www.isystem.si
Trzin, 6.10.2016

Best regards,
Janez Jarc
Chief Executive Officer
iSYSTEM Labs d.o.o.
Brodišče 18, 1236 Trzin, Slovenia
Phone: +386 1 5680 663
janez.jarc@isystem.si
www.isystem.com
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